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ABSTRACT

A W preconditiontechniquehas been developedwhich acceleratesthe finite differencesolutions
of the 3D MaxwelI’sequations for geophysicalmodeling. The technique splits the electric field into its
curl free and divergence &e projections, and allows for the construction of an inverse operator. Test
examplesshow an order of magnitudespeedup comparedwith a simple Jacobi preconditioned.Using this
prexxmditionera low frequeneyNeumannseriesexpansionis developedand used to computeresponsesat
multiplefiequencieavery efficiently.Simulationsrequiringresponsesat multiplefkquencies, showthat the
Neumannseries is fhster than the than the preconditionedsolutiomwhich must compute solutionsat each
discretefhqueney. A Neumannseriesexpansionhas also been developedin the high kquency limit along
with speetmlLanczosmethods in both the high and low frequencycases for simulatingmultiple fkquency
responseswith maximum efficiency. The researeh desenbed in this qort was to have been carried
out over a two-year period. Because of communication diffiiultie% the projeet was fimded for f~
year only. Thus the contents of this report are incomplete with respect to the original project
objectives.



INTRODUCTION

Each year,DOE invests on the order of $6 billion to address the consequencesof its past security
activities. Not surprisingly,the ability to predict the transportof wastesand associatedcxmtaminantswithin
the Earth’s shallowcrust has become of the most impmtant challengesfacing the Department. It is also
one of the most daunting.Reliablepredictionof the dispositionof con “tmmmmtsis critical for decisionson
virtually every waste disposal optiq from remediation technologies such as in-situ bioremediation to
evaluationsof the safety of nuclear waste repositories. Nuclear waste reposito~ designs, both for high-
level and low-levelwastes, require knowledgeof tmnspmt of fluids, which is poorly Understti in both
the vadoseand saturatedzones. Such predictivecapabilitieswill impact the responsibleudlization of our
Nation’s energyresources,particukuiy with respect to oil and gas. These predictions must be based on a
comprehensive undemanding of processes in the Earth’s shallow crust. The task requires amurate
predictionsof the transpo%migratioq concentratio~ and dispositionof contaminantts. The computationof
the transportand disposition over long distancesand over long times, of fluid-borne contamimmts inthe
complexnatural systemis well beyond currentcapabilities.We currently lack the scientificunderstadng
and computationalalgorithms necessaryto address these issues with desired accuracy. Nevertheless,the
newest genemtion of computational resources available at this laborato~ provides an opportunity to
address the scientific questions that are fimdamental to high-resolution imaging of subsurface fluid
transportand whichones are essentialfor improvingour predictivecapabilities.

The characterintion and monitoring of fluid transport in terrestrial systems is difficult and
expensive.The state-of-the-pmcticeapproachfor directchmderkAon is based on boreholecore and fluid
sampling and borehole logging. In addition to significant cost issues, analysis of borehole data raises
significantquestions,including (1) The samplingbasis is inherentlyvery limit@ and since the hydrology
is very often complexwith significant lateral and verticaIvariatio~ even major ftntures that effect fluid
flow and contaminantmigrationmay not be delineated. (2) Each well potentially disrupts the subsurface
opening new pathways for further transport flow and mobilization of ccmtaminants by piercing
impermeablelayers. Jn both respects, indirect geophysicalinveme or imaging methods offer advantages:
they can potentiallyprovide more complete informationabout fluid flow and con “tammant-~and
they are non-invasive. Here we focus on electromagnetic methods to image subsurlhce electrical
conductivitybecause of their sensitivityto subsmfiweflow properties. While these methods cannot detect
contaminantson the parts-per-millionlevel, they have the potential to map migmtion pathways on the
meter length scale.Unfortunately,conductivityimaging is a non-trivialproblem, it is large scale (millions
of parametersand thousands of data points), non-linearand nxpdres significant computationalresources,
includingboth memoryand time. Therefore,numerousapproximationshave been invokedin order to solve
the imagingproblem in a reasonableamount of time. Frequentlyused approximationssuch as migration
methodq quasi-linear approximations, and asymptotic techniques limit the scow of the method and
potentially intxoduceadditional errors. Computationalconsiderationsalso limit the ability to carry out an
exhaustive analysis of the da@ which is nemssary to achieve maximum resolution and often it is not
possible to perform more than a single inversionmn or imaging experiment In this case, no possibilities
for alternativesolutionscan be test~ nor can the uncertaintiesof the model solutionbe quantified. To do
so would require a large number of inversions. It is only recently that prototype solutions to the full
problem have become available and it is now possible to image simple flow paths in well-characterized
settings by using massivelyparallel (N@ computing capabilitiesat this laborato~. MP platforms, which
providefor thousandsof processomto operateon the problemsimultaneously,have dramaticallyincreased
the mte at which the simulations can proceed and permit for the first time realistic imaging of 3D eath
stmctme and transportpathways.

While the MP imaging capability discussed above overcomes the limitations of approximate
imaging metho& much work remains in improving its resolution and efficiency. Currently images are
produced at or near 10 m scale lengths that are ten times too coarse for detailed mapping of transport
pathways.In terms of efficienciesit is still not viable to use this capabilityon a data set in an exhaustive
manner.To do so is still prohibitive.The key point here is that the efficiencyproblem is closely related to
resolutionproblem.Improvementsin efficiencymean that the imagingcode must employfiner meshes. It
also allows one to excise it more frequentlyon data sets to ascertainthe correct data weighting fine tune
stabilizationparamete~ allowfor the possibilitiesto test alternativesolutions and to determinethe qualiiy
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and quantityof data necemaryfor optimalresultsand resolutionenhancement.To completethese tasks will
require a corresponding effort be expended in developing the computationa.llyefficient numerical
procedures to conduct sophisticated three-dimensional imaging. It would include the study and
implementation of rapid methods for solving complex systems of partial differential equations and
techniquesto acceleratethe convergencerates of large-scalenon-linearimagingschemes.

Solving the 3D non-linear inverse problem requires hundreds to thousands of forward modeling
applications, which are necessmy to compute predicted da@ model sensitivities and function gradients.
Moreover,the desire to image transportpathwaysat the meter length scale will require that fine meshesbe
employedand this will cause a correspondingincreasein the computationaldemands needed to solve the
forward problem. Thus, it can be seen that an inefficient solution to the forward problem will result in a
computationalbottleneckand initial effortsshouldbe direded in reducingthe time requiredfor its solution.
Our past experiencehas shown that applicationof finite dMerence methods to Maxwell’s equations,me
effective in simulating electromagneticresponses aiising fkom complex 3D geology, where the sparse
linear system of equations that arise are _ solved using iterative I@lov subspace methods. While
these techniqueswork well for a modestnumberof forwardmodelingapplicationsor for a single inversion
w the computationaltimes can be prohibitive if thousandsof forward modelingapplicationsor multiple
inversion runs are needed. Our solution to this problem is therefore to develop techniques to accelerate
convergencerate of the Krylov subspacemethods. In additionto exploringpreconditioningfor accelerating
solutions at a discrete iiequency, series-solutiontechniquesand Lanczosmethodswill be investigatedas a
meansof simulatingsolutionsfor muhiple frequenciesvery efficiently.

FORMULATION OF THE 3D ELECTROMAGNE~C FORWARD PROBLEM

Assuminga time harmonicdependenceof e“r, whereo is the angularfrequency,a vector equation
for the electric field for isotropic me@ derived fkomMaxwell’sequations in Newman and Ahunbaugh
(1995) is writtenas

In equation(l), the electricalconductivity,dielectricpermittivityand ftee spacemagneticpermeabilityare
denotedby the symbolsc, s and ~ Specificationof the sourcevector J willdepend ifa total or scattered
electricfield solution is desired. In a scatteredfield formulation we would set E = ESinequation(l), and
followingNewmanand Ahunbaugh (1995)set

J={(a -q)+ ko(s- s.)} Eb, (2)

where co and % define the background conductivityand permittivity of uniform media and Eb is the
background electric field. Scattered field solutions are useful because in some applications they
demonstmteimprovedaccuracy over total field solutions (cf. Avdeevet al., 1999).We shall see that the
price paid for a scattered field solution is an increase in the computationalcomplexity needed to solve
equation(l).

When equation (1) is approximatedwith finite differencesusing a Yee (1966) staggered grit
symmetrically scaled and Dirichlet boundary conditions applied (cf. Newman and Alumbau~ 1995;
Ahunbaughet al., 1996),a linear systemresultswhere,

KE=s. (3)

l%e matrix K is complex-symmetricand sparse with 13 non-zeroentries per row and depends implicitly
on ftequency.S is a discrete scaled representationof - ico~ J. l%issystem can be efficientlysolvedusing
the quasi minimumresidual (qmr) methodwith simpleJocobipreconditioning.The qmr methodbelongs to
the class of Krylov sub-spacetechniquesthat are highlyefficientin iterativelysolving sparselinear systems
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to a predetemdnederror level.The readeris referredto Newmanand Alumbau~ (1995) and Ahnnbaugb
et al., (1996)for the detailson howthesesolversare implemented.Oncethe electricfield is determin~ the
magneticfield is determinedfromFamday’slaw by numericallyapproximatingthe curl of the electricfield
at the various nodaI points and interpolatingeither the electricand magnetic nodal values to the point of
interest. Finally, if the solution of equation (3) produces scattered fields, then background electric and
magneticfields mustbe addedto the interpolatedfieldsto yield the total fields.

Development of a low frequency preconditioned
Itis well knownthat difficultieswill be encountmxi whenattemptsare made to solve equation (1)

as frequenciesapproachthe static limit (cf. Ahnubaughet al., 1996 Smith 19%). Similar dilihdties have
been reportedby Druskinet al. (1999)whenequation(1) is solvedwith the spectmlLanczosdecomposition
method (SLDM), a method which also employs finite differenceapproximations.In this section we will
show how these difficulties can be overcome with preconditioning.The preconditionedthat we will
introduce parallels the work of Druskin et al. (1999), who developeda new SLDM method with K@ov
subspacesgeneratedfromthe inverseof the Maxwelloperator.

First we assume that we can neglect displacement currents. For most geological me@
electromagnetic fields are not sensitive to the dielectric permittivity at frequencies below 10 MHz
(Hohmann and Wart 1988). At these higher fkquencies, solutions of the fields are obtained using the
techniquesoutlined above or the new high frequencytechniquesdiscussedbelow. The steps necessuy to
design the lowfrequencyprecanditionerareas follows

● divergence and curlfie projections of the electric]elh. FollowingLaBrecque(1995) and Druskin et al.
(1999) we can then assume that the electric field can be decomposedinto curl free and divergence fke
projectionsusing the Hehnholtztheorem where

E= Y+V(p (4)
and

VY = o. (5)

Upon substitutioninto equation(1) wefind that

-V’Y +ko~cr (Y?+Vq) = - ico~J, (6)

where we used the vector identity

VXV%Y=-V’Y, (7)

since VW = Oand V x V x Vi = O.The key idea behind this splittingof the electric field into curl ike
and divergencefree projectionsis to deflatethe null spaceof the curl-curloperator.When Krylov methods
are applied directly to equation (3), this null space is responsiblefor the poor convergenceas ffequency
approachesthe static Iirnk It is also responsiblefor the “spuriousmode”proble~ where the gradient of a
scalarpotential canbe addedto the electricfield and still satisfythe discreteversion of equation (30) when
the frequenq is suilicientiysmall.

● approm”matesolutions at low induction numbers. To developan approximatefinite ~erence solutionto
equation (1)at lowfkquencies, we take the Euclideannormof equation(1) where

(8)

where Ais the chamctaistic grid sizeemployedin the finite differencemesh.Thus the following inequality
is deducedas fiequenq falls and the grid size is redu~

l>> A20~cr_, (9)
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where o-is the maximum conductivityin the mesh. When the iinite differencegrid is non-tio~ A
should be replacedby &, the maximum grid size used to approximateequation (l). Note that the right
hand side of equation(8) is a dimensionlessnumberand its squareroot is an inductionnumber,which is an
invariantparameterfor diffusiveelectromagneticfields. When frequencyfidls we increasethe scale length
and/or conductivityaccordingly to have the fields remain invariant. Thus it appears that the induction
number is more importantin determiningg when equation (9) holds more so than frequencyalone. It is also
impwtant to note than even at moderatefrequencies,equation (9) may still hold if the grid size neededfor
the problem is sufficiently small. We have seen that this has direct implications for induction logging
problems,whichemploy small grid sizes (cf. Avdeevet al., 1999).Now if equation (9) is satisfi@ we can
decoupleequation(6), suchthat

The boundary conditions required to solve equation (10) are a mixture of Dirichlet and Neumann types.
Dirichlet conditionsare applied to the tangential components of Y on the mesh boundaries (~~) and

Neumann conditionson the normal components (8W. /i%= O).These conditions enforcethe requirement

that VT = Oon the mesh boundariesand in turn withinthe solutiondomain sincethe divergencek field
is requiredto sati~ the constraintequation

W(VY)=O. (11)

Equation (11) follows by applying the divergenceoperator to equation (7). It is well known that when a
function satisiies a Laplace’s equatiom V% = O, on some domain Q, with homogeneous boundary
conditions of u = Oor t3uA%prescribedalong the boundmy r, it is identicallyzero on that domain. Note
when applying the Neumannbounday Conditiomm would speci&the direction of the outwardnormal at
the boundiuy.BecauseVY= Oon the boundruy,we concludefor equation(11) that VW= O,everywhere.

The vector field Y is not a complete solution to Maxwell’sequationssince it does not sati@ the
- divergenceconditionon the currentdensitywithin the earth.To derivethis conditionwe take the
chvergenceof equation(1)and substitutein equation(4) to arriveat

V.@V@=-V. a(Y?) -V. J. (12)

Dirichlet bound@ conditionswill be applied to the discrete version of equation (12), where # on the
mesh boundaries. When the air- interke is p~n$ however, we employ the Neumann conditio~
@/Zln= O,where n specifies the direction of the outward normal at that interface. This later boundary
conditionenforcesthe constraintthat currentcannotleak fkomthe earth into the air.

Approximatesolutions of equation (1) at very small induction numbers can be obtained by first
solving equation (10) followed by equation (12). Solution to these equations can be efficientlyobtained
using staggeti finite dMerencemethodswith conjugategradient methods to iterativelysolve the systems
to predetenn.inederror levels.

● Wution preconditioning at small induction numbers. If it turns out that we cannot obtain a good
approximatesolutionto equation (3) with a reasonablenumber of Krylov subspaceiterations,or if such an
approximatesolution cannot be easily comput@ we consider modifying the original problem to obtain a

fhster solution. This is the idea behind preconditioning where we .spec@a preconditioning_ M,
and effectivelysolve the modifiedproblem

M-l K E=M-’ S. (13)



At each step of the preconditionedalgori~ it is necewaryto computethe product of M-l witha vector,

or, equivalently, to solve a linear systemwith the coefficientmatrix M, so M should be chosen so that
such linear systems are much easier to solve than the originalproblem.Moreover,the propertieswe desire
in a preconditionedfor non-Hermitianmatrix iteratio~ includingqmr and other related methods, = that
the preconditioned matrix should somehow approximatethe identity (Greenbaw 1997). It is therefore
obvious that the approximateschemediscussedabovecould be very effectivein preconditioningequation
(3) at moderate to low induction numbers. If this idea is to be practical, however, it will be necessary to
find M methods to solve the approximateequations. A good precxmditioneris not simply based on a
relatively low dimensionalKrylov subspace,but also on the time requiredto construct it Implementation
of the premnditioner is straight forward We first convert equations (10) and (12) into discrete matrix
equations via staggeredfinite differences.In the preconditionedqmr algoritluq at each iteratio~ we then

substitutethe residual, definedby r = K E - S into the right hand side of the discreteversion of equation
(10). Equation (10) is then solved followed by equation (12). Fast preconditioned conjugate gradient
techniques employing incomplete Choles@ fiictorizationhave proven quite effective in solving these
equations.Furthermorewe have determinedthat it is not necesmryto preciselysolve these equations.Test
examples show that we only need to approximatelysolve these equations for a significant impact on
reducingthe time requiredfor solvingequation(3).

● Preconditioned effectiveness. Equation (9) provides only a rough measure on the effectivenessof the
preconditioned.We need to estimate the largest and smallest non-zero values that the discrete curl-l
operator can assume.Esdmadng the largestand smallestnon-zeroeigenvaluesof this operator is therefore
necesmryto determinewhen the preconditionedwill be the mostand least effective.Consider equation (3),
when co= O. Using the maximumrow ~ we find the largesteigenvalueof the discretecurl-curloperator
Satisties

a.= = 13/&2, (14)

where&is the minimumgrid sizeused in the mesh.The cxmespondingminimumeigenvalueis estimated
inthelimit asthegridsize A+O, as

with k as the largest dimensionof the 3D Cartesianmesh Giventhe largesteigenvalue,the inequa.li~in
equation(9) is written as

1>> Cl)~crHA&*/13, (16)

which provides the optimistic measurewhen the preeonditionerwill be most effective.In the worst case,
which correspondsto the smallestnon-zeroeigenva.lue,we have,however,

l>> C0p4J=L_2121?. (17)

Unfortunately,equation(17) showsthat reducingthe grid size Adoes not provide any additionalbenefit in
acceleratingthe solution of equation(3).

A low frequency series solution
Thepmxmditioner just introducedis the first term of a Neumannseries expansionapplied to the

expression

E= (I + OA+ D)-l A’S . (18)



Here A+ represents the inverse of the discrete curl- operator after we have deflated its null space,
where

K= A+o D, (19)

where A and D are matricesthatrepresent the discrete eu.rkurl operator and attenuation terms in

equation(1). ‘f’hematrix D is also diagond with imaginary elements.Note that the matrix-vectorproduct

A+S is determined by solving discrete versions of equations (10) and (12) and then combining these
solutions accordingto equation (4), where S representsthe discrete right hand side of equation (10). The
Neumannseries expansionof equation(18) can thenbe writtenas

m

E = ~ {- COA+D]n A+S,
n==o

This serieswill eonvergeprovidedthe spectralradius

p(oA+ D) <1.

(20)

(21)

Note that if the conductivityof the mediw O,is constantwe can estimatethe spectmlradiusas

which is identical to expressionprovided in equation (17) for studying the behavior of the low frequency
preeonditioner,if ts. a m. Provided the aforementionedseries converges, it permits an efficient way to
estmate multiplefkequencyresponses,since

E= A%-0{WD}A%+02 {WD]{kD} A%- ......... (23)

or

E =&o-o&l +02&-03&s+ .......

where

In the aboveexpressionsit is assumedthat S displaysa simpledependenceon o such that
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S@) = (if&, (26)

which is typical for total field problems,where J inequation (1) does not depend upon frequeney. With
scattered field solutions this is not the ease and it is necessmyto first expand S in a cxmvergentpower
series in co,where

s=so+@sl+02&+@3s3 +....... (27)

By substitutingequation (27) into equation (20) and equatingpowersin co,we find

(28)

wherethe electricfield is still determinedfrom equation(24).Note that in equation(28)when i is even

then WI= A+{D&i- SW]}ad when i is odd E+]= ~ {Dei+ SAl}.

A high frequency series solution
Letusnow write the solutionto equation(3) in termsof a Neumannseriesin the high frequency

limit o*. Sincewe are still neglectingdisplacementcurrentswe use equation(19)to recast equation(3)
as

E =1/o(I+lIo D+ A)-l D+S , (29)

whereweformallywrite the inverseof the matrixD asD+sinceit is singularin perfeetinsulato~ such as
the air, because the conductivityis zero there. For the moment let us assume that the air or other perfect

insulatorsare not present in the mode]so we ean write D+= D-l henceD+isno longersingdar. ~us

E =lio &l/@D+A}n D+S. (30)
n==

This serieswill convergeif the speetmiradius

p( D+A h) <1. (31)

Note that if the conductivity of the medin C, is constant and we assume that the smallest grid size
employedin the mesh is & then we have

p( D+A /m) s 13/(a)Aa~2). (32)
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Giventhat the high frequencyseries converges,we can againobtain multiplefrequencyresponsesvery
efficientlysince

E= o)-*D%-a-2{IYA}DT$+0-3{D+A) {DA}D+S . ... ... . .. (33)

where

E =o-l&o. o-2&,+(D-3&-(34&3+... .... (34)

&,= Ds
g= DAc,
G= DAG
s4= DAE3

●

.

.

al= D+A&i.

(35)

In the aboveexpressionsit is again assumedthat S displaysa simpledependenceon o such that

S(6)) = Os.. (36)

With wattemdfield solutionsthis is not the caseand it is necesmryto first expand ~ in a convergentpower
series in co-land substitute the resulting series into equation (30) and equate terms in powers of co-].The
readerwill recallthat a similarprocedurewas also used in lhe lowfrequencyseriesexpansion.

The high frequencyseries cannotbe used when air is present as a material propertyin the matrix

D. To obtain a high frequencyserieswhen air is presentwe first split the electric field between that of the
air and that of the earthusing the Schurcomplementapproach Henceequation(3) is now expressedas

(37)

where the matricesin equation(37) includethe discretecurkurl operatorin the air and the ~ & and

& tie attenuationmatrixDe withintheeartkwhich is not singular, and matrices ~. and K which
couplethe fieldsat the air-earthinterf’. Thesecouplingmatricesare highly sparse.Notealso that
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.

Kae = IL.T (38)

since the matrixK is symmetricin equation(3). TIW we can now eliminatethe fiekls in the air and solve
for only the fields within the ~ where

Here A=+representsthe inverseof the discretecurl-eud operator in the air after we have deflated its null

space. Note ako that the matxix{Ae+oDe - ~.~ ~ }issimiIarto the matrixK inequation(3) as
both matricesare complexsymmetric.The electricfield withinthe earthis now expressedas

Equation(40)ean alsobe expandedin a formalNeumaunseries.To seethis we recast it suchthat

Henee

ccl

E- =1/oz{-I/oDe_’(A. - IIQA; IQ }“D;’(S4 - &A: S&). (42)
n=(j

The aboveserieswill convergeprovidedthat the spectmlradius

p( Dt?(Ae-K. A.+IQ /o) <1. ‘ (43)

Providedthe tiorementioned series converges,it permits an efficientmeansto computemultiplefrequency
responsesbecausefor a total field solutionwe would have

E- =kDe_’(Sti - && S.)

-k2{Di’(A< - K.A=+ IQ)} De_1(s4 -&& S&)” (44)

+ l/03{De-’(A= - &Aa+ ~)} {De-’(& - KA=+ IL)} De-l(Sa - ~~ A=+%)
. ......

when (S4 -K. A.+ S&) displays tirst orderdependenceon co,as in equation (26). Onceagain to obtain

a scatteredfield series solution it will be necessmyto first expand (S- - ~ ~ S&) in a power series
in 0-1and substitutethe resultingseriesinto equation (42) and equateterms in powersof o-1.

Spectral Lanczos Solutions
We recall that we are formallysolving the followinglinear systems

E=(I + OA+ D)-l A+S ,

in the lowfkquency case and

E =(01+ D+ A)-l D’S ,

10
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in the high fiequenq case. When the air is presem however,we recast equation(46)as

E4={oI +Dt?-’(&-K.& &))-’ De_’{S~- ~ W Sair}. (47)

H the sources A+S, D+S and De-]{S* - & A=+ Sti], display a simple dependence on o, as in
equation (26), spectml Lauczos methods, using a reduced model approximat.iou can compute these
solutions for multiple frequencies,with far more accumcyand efficiencythan the Neumannseries solutions
outlined above(cf. , Druskinet al. 1999).

In derivingthe Lanczosalgorit@ let us first considerthe low frequencycase (equation (45))and
its Neumannseriesexpansio%

m-l m

E =x {- .A+ Dj’ /4+S + ~ {- .A+ D}n A+s. (48)
n=O n.m

Letusnowdescribethe sourceA+S –*A+So in the fouowingexpansion

CDA+SOap,Qmel, (49)

where

fl

o
0

el = .

\o

(50)

mrl

is a vector that selects the first of m bnczos vector, ql, which are collectivelystored in the matrix Q.,
where

Qm=(q]qzqs......qm). (51)

The constau~ f$, and the Lanczosvectors, which have dimensionnxl, where n is the number of electric
field unknowns are determinedfrom the Lanczosprocess describedbelow. After m steps of the Lanczos

processa tridiagonalmatrixT. is akwproduced
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T.=

‘a, fl, o . . . . . . ..o

P, % A
o P2 a3 A

. . .. . .. . .
. . .. . .. . .

I
.................. 0

PM-2 U.-I Pm-1

0 . . . ...0 Pm-, U.

(52)

It is known as the number of wczos steps , m, increases, the eigenvalues of T., which is dimension

m x m, will convergeto the eigenvaluesof matrixA’D in exactarithmetic (Goluband Van - 1989).

Anotherpleasingpropaty of the of the matrixT. is the followingrelatio~ which is proved in Appendix,

(A’D)jA+S. = P,Q.d. el, j=0,1,2,.. .,m-l . (53)

llms whenequation(53) is substitutedinto equation(48),using the fict that A+S =OA+SO,we find

??2-1 00

E= ~PIQ.~ {- ~T.}nel + x {- OA+ D]n A+S . (54)
~=o ~.~

This equationcan alsobe expressedas

m 00

E = ~P,Q.X {- ~Tm }nel + ~ {- ~A+ D)n A+S- tDp,Q.{- OIT.]nel. (55)
n=o n=m

Assuming that a su.flicientnumber of Lanczossteps are take~ we can ignore the seeond sum in the above
equationand expressthe electricfieldusing a reducedmodelapproximatim as

E = C@lQm(Im+ ~TJ-le 1, (56)

where we desire that m <<n. Because m <<n it is much easier to solve equation (55) instead of equation

(45).Moreoverwe can readilycomputethe eigenvaluesand eigenveetorsof Tm and therebydiagonalizeig

T.=U.AJJT., (57)

where the eignevectorsare orthonorr@ UTmUm=Imand the eignewduesare stored within the diagonal

matrix Am llms we can writeequation (56) in a form iiom which multiple frequencies can be readily
comput@ veryefficiently,
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E = COPIQ.U.L +COA.)-lUT.e L

To derivethe Lanczosalgori@ we considerthefollowingeigenvalueproblem

A+ Dv=zv

and assumethat A+ = L-TL-l, where L is a lower triangukrmatrix-TIUM

L-TL-l D V =x V.

(58)

(59)

(60)

If we premultiplythe aboveexpressionby L’ we tind that

L-lD V =Z L=v (61)

andifwe set Y = LTV, we have

L-lD L-Ty =1y, (62)

~us the symmetric- L-l D L-T,hasthe same eigenva.luesas the matrix A+ D in equation (59)
~gh the=similaritytransformation.We can thereforeapplythe symmetricLanezosprocessto the_

L D L , where we have assume that we have completedits tridiagondization. llus ftom Golub and
Van M (1989),we have

L-l DL-TV=VT. (63)

Here the V are I.AIKZOSvectors derived iiom the bnczos algorim applied to symmetric matrix

L-’ D L-T,where

VTV=I. (64)

Ifwe now set

Q= L-= V, (65)

then equation(62) is mcastedas

L-’DQ=VT,

and it we now premukiplyby L-T we find

L-TL-’DQ=QT.

Hence

A+ DQ=QT

13
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or

DQ= AQT .

Finally when we premnkiplyequation (69) by Q=anduseequation(65)we find that

VT L-’ D L-TV= QTAQ T

from which we concludethat

(69)

(70)

and set

QTAQ = I (71)

on accountof equations(63) and (64).The point of these derivationsis that we can now derive a variant of
the symmetricIanczos algorithmthat enforeesequation(71)using equation(69).

To derivethe alogrithmwe equateeohmmsof DQ s AQT, where

D~s A@jq-] +~j~ + ~j+lqj+l} (72)

rj s D% .~j A% . ~jA~l, (73)

where r,=ptilA~l. M%enwe enforcethe orthogonalityconditionin eqnation(7o)we find that

aj = ~TD~.

When l’jis know we also find that WI is determinedfrom

WI= A+ r~~fil,

where ~j is determinedform tie condition~lTA~+l= I andis foundto be

Pfi12= rj= A+ r} (76)

Thus we arriveatthe followingmstep L.anezosalgorithm

d1) Set q~= Oand i=I. GivenA+SO= fllq,, set~1= SOTA+SO sothatq,TAql= I.

2) Ui=qiTDqi
3) I“i= Dqi -a~qi - pi Aqi-l

4) Si s A+ ri

II5) j3+l= riTsi

6) ~1 = Si/&+l

7) ifi<mgotostep 3,0themisestop
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When we ecmsiderequation,(46) and use its high frequeneyseries expansio%the redueed model
approximationaiier m Lanczos stepsean be written as

E = ~p,QAJm+TJ1e 1,

where

I)+S = COD+SO= ~p,Q.el.

The m step Lanezos algorithm for the high fiequeneyseriesexpansionis givenbelow.

71) Set qos O iindi=l. GivenD+S = ~, q,, set fll = SO D SO sotimtqlTDql= I

2) ~ i= qiTAqi

3) I’i = Aqi .~iDqi . ~i Dqil

4) Si = D+ ri

r
5) ~j+~= I’iTSi

6) WI= Si /~til

7) if is m go to step 3, otherwisestop

(77)

(78)

Finally when the air is present in the model, and we desire the redueedmodel approximationof equation

(47), we would replaeeA by A=- ~ & & andS by S4 - K A; Sti, where D+= De_’in
the abovealgorithm.Note that n is nowthe nundxx of eketric field unknownswithin the earth.

SOME RESULTS
We now demonstratethe effectivenessof the low fiequeneypreeonditionerderived above. The

modelwe considerarisesfrom an inductionlogging problem.The mesh employedconsistsof 134,832grid
points that sample 337,376 eketric field mdmowns on a domain that is 16 x 6 x 16 m in the z y and z
coordinatedirections. At a frequeneyof 160 kHz the solution time neededfor the finite difference @D)
scatteredfield solution to achievean residual of 10-]0,definedby IIKE – S{r / @lr, was 1672 sec for an
IBM RS#OO 590 workstationwhen simple Jacobi Preconditioningwas employed.When the problem is
solvedusing the low fiequeneypreconditioned,the solutiontime was 187see,nearlyan orderof magnitude
fhster. In Table 1, we study the effectivenessof the precxmditionerover three decades of frequency. As
expectet$the preeonditioneris most effectiveat the lower I%equeneies.For the highest frequeney,5 ~
we obsemed that the preeonditionercan aetwdly fail to eonverge, and may also result in much siower
solution times than a solutionthat employssimple Jacobipreconditioning.In this example,the upper bound
given by equation (16) providesa good measurewhen to use the preeondioner,providedthe Iefl baud side
of equation (16) is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than its right hand side. The lower bound
expression on the otherhand (equation(17), is too pessimistic.
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TABLE 1

Frequenq SolutionTime qmr Iterations Residual Equation(16) Equation (17)

10kHz 148 see 3 2e49 3.0e414 20.5

40 kH.z 185 see 4 5e-11 1.2e-03 82

80 ld% 184see 4 1.5e-10 2.4e-03 164

160ld% 187see 4 1.8e-lo 4.8e-03 328

320 Id% 191w 4 8.9e-10 9.6e-03 656

640kHz 229 sec 5 4.2e-09 1.9e-02 1312

lMHZ 316sec 7 7.7e-09 3.Oe-02 2050

5MHZ 1251see 30 1.4e-07 1.5e-01 10250

Preconditionedeffectivenessis demonstratedover three decadesof frequency. The residual is based on the

expression II~ - S112/ @lf Criteria for terminating the qmr iterationwas based on a thresholdvalue of 1.OC-08
for the residual norm or a maximum of 30 iterations. Values bawd on equations(16) and (17) are also included
which aid in estimatingwhen the preeonditionerwill be effective before the qmr solution is attempted.

In order to study the performanceof the low fkqueney Neumann series expansionfor muItiple
frequencieswe first show run time statisticsfor the induction-loggingproblem deseribed above, when a
total fiela low fkqueney, preconditionedsolutionhas been speeilied. Solutioncomparisonsbased on the
total fields are neededbeeauseof the differenttypes Neumann series solutio~ we have implementedonly
the total field expansion.Also whena total field solutionis employedit is necmsaryto drive the residualto
a much lower level than with a scatteredfield solutio~ to insure accurate results. In Table 2, we observe
that the different solution approacheswere teminated once the residud fell below a threshold value of
le-13. As can be seen form the table, the series solution ean eampute responsesfor all iiequencies f*r
that that of the preeonditioner,whichmust be applied at eaeh discrete fiequeney.What is interestingabout
these comparisons,however,is that the seriessolutiondid not performas well as expeete@we expeetedthe
series solution to solve the problem in an amount of time approximatelyequal to that required by the
preconditionedat a discrete tlequency. The reason for this discrepancywas that it was necessaryto solve
for each tarn in the series with far greater aecuraeyin equation (24), than what was needed in equations
(10)and (12) at eaehprecxmditonedqrnriteration.
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TABLE 2

hw FrequeneyPreeonditioner

Frequency SolutionTime qrurIterations Residual
10kHz 185see 4 2.5e-17
20 kHz 186sec 4 2.5e-17
4okHz 187sec 4 4.le-16
80 kHz 187see 4 1.2e-15
160kHz 188Sec 4 4.6e-14

Total Time 935seconds

Low fkequeneyNeumann seriesexpansion

Frequencies SolutionTime Terms Residual
10-160 I(Hz 570 seconds 5 2.8e-15

Comparison of solution time for the low t%quency preconditionedand the Neumann series expansion at low
tlequencies. A total field solutionis assumed in both @es of solution approaches. The total time required for the
prezonditionerto compute solutionsfor all 5 fkquencies is 935 seeonds and is about a factor of two slower than
the series solution which computes responses at all frequencies simultaneously. The residual used in this
comparisonto terminateboth solutionswas set at a thresholdvalue of 1.Oe-l3.

In Figure 1 we plot the convergence rate of the Neumann series solutionat 640 kHz Notioed that the
series solutiondiverges atkr six terms, which contrast with the preconditionedsolutio~ which converges at this
tiequency. This behavior is indicative of the robustness of the preconditionedKrylov method compared with a
straight Neumann series solution approach and implies that the Lanczos meth~ which is a KryIov subspace
technique(cf. GreenbaunL1999), shouldbe the optimalway fix computingmultiplefkquency responses. “
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Figure 1. The plot shows the convergence behavior of the low fiquency Neumanu series expansion and
=iti~er at WO ~. These restits show the precmditicmedsolutionto be far more robust than the series

CONCLUSIONS
The techniques introduced in this report show good promise in accelerating the solutions of

Maxwell’s equations for subsurface imaging. The low frequenq preconditionedhas shown to be quite
efRct.ivewhile the low frequeney Neumann sereis expansion was to a lesser degree. Because of the
prematuretermina ‘onof this projeq it was not possibleto implementall the proceduresdiscussedin this
report. Nevertheless,future work should f- on the implementationof speetd Lanczosmethods, since
suchmethodsappearoptimumfor computingmultipleikquency responses.
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APPENDIX

Theorem. LetA+SO= h Q.el, @ermstepsof a variantof the symmetric .hzaos algorithm that

enforces QmTAQmz I we have
●

(A~)jA+S. =p,Q.’f. el, j=o,l,z...,l-l . (Al)

Proof. First from Golub and Van - (1989) we ean mmmmize m steps of tbe symmetric Lanczos
algorithmin equation(62)as

L-’D L-TV.= V. T. + pm,v~, e’m. (A2)

The veetor eTm is the m-th column of the mxmidentitymatrix 1~ Whenwe multiply the aboveexpression

by L-T and use Qms L-T V. and L-T L-l= A+ we then have

A+D Q. = Q.T. + P6, L-TvN, e’.. (A3)

The rest of the proof follows that given by Druskin and Knizlm_ (1989)and is by induction overj.
Forj=o, we have

A+S. = PI Q.el, (A4)

Andby the inductionhypothesiswe have that

(A’Df’A+so = (A’D)(A’D)jA+so

T’=pl(Am)Q.T’.el =P(Q.T.+ titi+lL-TvtileT.) .el

=p,Q.T.j+lel

sincee’mdme~= O,forj <m -2.

20
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